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minitool power data recovery 8.8 allows you to scan and recover deleted files not just folders. the following methods are allowed to scan
and recover a file: a single file can be selected from the list multiple files can be selected by a filter. such as files of type "word doc *x*" or
files name starts with "*.mp4" and so on. in this step, you can recover deleted files. the major benefit of this tool is the name of this tool is
minitool power data recovery 8.8. it means is powerful and good, so you can rest assured to find all data even deleted files. minitool power

data recovery 8.8 supports windows xp, vista, 7, 8/8.1/10 and linux. there isnt any restriction to the language, the size of the disk to recover
data from. with the same working principle as any other dd file recovery software. you can open the recovered file with your favorite

document editior. you can read the files, copy them, or even paste them into an email or a text file. you can also extract the images of the
recovered files and preview them. just choose the file types that you want to recover, and the software will scan the drive for those files.
once they are identified, you can choose to either recover them or delete them. its that simple, and thats just one of the great features of
this data recovery tool. its data recovery wizard works like a breeze. if you are not sure how to use it, simply watch the video tutorial. you
can use the application to scan entire hard drives, external drives or even an entire system. once the drive is scanned, you can choose to

save the files, recover them or remove them.
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